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ANTIFERROMAGNETISM INDUCED
IN THE VORTEX CORE OF Tl Ba CuO Æ
PROBED BY SPATIALLY-RESOLVED
Tl-NMR
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Magnetism in the vortex ore state has been studied by spatiallyresolved NMR. The nu lear spin latti e relaxation rate T1 1 of 205 Tl in
nearly optimal-doped Tl2 Ba2 CuO6+Æ (T = 85 K) is signi antly enhan ed
in the vortex ore region. The NMR results suggest that the suppression
of the d-wave super ondu ting order parameter in the vortex ore leads to
the nu leation of islands with lo al antiferromagneti (AF) order.
PACS numbers: 74.72.Jt, 76.50.+g, 76.60.Jx
1. Introdu tion

The relation between super ondu tivity and magnetism has been a entral issue in the physi s of high-T super ondu tors (HTSC). The strong
antiferromagneti (AF) u tuation plays a ru ial role in determining many
physi al properties of HTSC [1℄. Closely related to this problem, the mi ros opi stru ture of the vortex ore in the d-wave super ondu tors turns out
to be a very interesting subje t. A new lass of theories has emphasized the
importan e of the magnetism arising from the strong ele tron orrelations.
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Though STM measurements an probe the lo al density of states with
atomi resolution, they do not dire tly ree t the magnetism. Neutron s attering experiments on La2 x Srx CuO4 have reported re ently that an applied
magneti eld enhan es the AF orrelation in the SC state [2℄. However, the
relation between the observed AF stati ordering and magneti ex itations
within the vortex ore is still not lear, be ause the neutron experiments
la k spatial resolution.
Re ent experimental [35℄ and theoreti al [6℄ NMR studies have established that the frequen y dependen e of nu lear spin-latti e relaxation rate,
T1 1 in the vortex state serves as a probe for the low energy ex itation
spe trum. Up to now, however, all of these spatially-resolved NMR measurements have been arried out at the 17 O sites [35℄, at whi h the AF
u tuations are ltered.
In this paper we obtain lo al information on the AF orrelations in the
spatially-dierent regions of the vortex latti e by the spatially resolved NMR
imaging experiment on 205 Tl nu lei in nearly optimal-doped Tl2 Ba2 CuO6+Æ .
This attempt is parti ularly suitable for the above purpose be ause T1 1 at
the Tl site an monitor AF u tuations sensitively This is owing to the
fa t that the Tl atoms are lo ated just above the Cu atom and there exist
large transferred hyperne intera tions between Tl and Cu nu lei through
api al oxygen (see the inset of Fig. 1). On the basis of the results of the
NMR imaging, we have established a lear eviden e of the AF vortex ore
state. [7℄
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Fig. 1. 205 Tl-NMR spe trum and frequen y dependen e of 205 T1 1 (lled ir les)
at 5 K. The thin solid line depi ts the histogram at parti ular lo al elds of the
Redeld pattern with  = 18 Å and ab = 1700 Å. The upper inset shows the
image of the eld distribution in the vortex square latti e. A-position represents
the vortex ore, B is at the eld orresponding to the saddle point of the vorti es,
and C-point is at the enter of the vortex square latti e. The lower inset shows the
rystal stru ture of Tl2 Ba2 CuO6+Æ .
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2. Experimental

High quality Tl2 Ba2 CuO6+Æ with T = 85 K has been synthesized under
a high oxygen pressure atmosphere. NMR measurements were arried out on
the -axis oriented poly rystalline powder in the external eld of H = 2:1 T
along the -axis. As shown in Fig. 1, a lear asymmetri pattern of the NMR
spe trum, whi h originates from the lo al eld distribution asso iated with
the Abrikosov vortex latti e (the Redeld pattern), is observed below 50 K.
For 205 Tl with nu lear spin of I = 1=2, the re overy urve from the saturation of the nu lear magnetization ts well to a single exponential relation
of time  after saturation pulses. In the vortex state, on the other hand, the
feature
p of the re overy urves is strongly positional-dependent, and shows
a  fun tional form at the ore region. We dened T1 as the time required
for the nu lear magnetization to de ay by a fa tor 1=e.
3. Results and dis ussion

Fig. 1 shows the frequen y dependen e of (205 T1 ) 1 at 5 K. On s anning
from the outside into the ore (C!B!A), (205 T1 ) 1 in reases rapidly after
showing a minimum near the saddle point (B). The magnitude of (205 T1 ) 1
in the ore region is approximately 80 times larger than that near the saddle
point. This large enhan ement of (205 T1 ) 1 is in striking ontrast to (17 T1 ) 1
at 17 O sites reported in YBa2 Cu3 O7 [3, 4℄ and YBa2 Cu4 O8 [5℄,
Fig. 2 show the T -dependen es of (205 T1 T ) 1 and (205 T1 ) 1 within the
ore and at the saddle point. Well above T , (205 T1 T ) 1 obeys the Curie
Weiss law. (205 T1 T ) 1 shows a broad peak at T = T  ( 120 K), and then
de reases rapidly without showing any anomaly asso iated with the SC transition at T , similar to other HTSC, whi h an be attributed to the pseudogap. Below 40 K, (205 T1 T ) 1 in the SC region is redu ed largely and is nearly
T -independent down to 4 K.
The T -dependen e of (205 T1 ) 1 at the vortex ore regime ontains some
key features for understanding the ore magnetism. (205 T1 ) 1 exhibits a sharp
peak at T = TN (= 20 K ). Below TN , (205 T1 ) 1 de reases rapidly with
de reasing T . The sharp peak of (205 T1 ) 1 at TN seems to support the
o urren e of a lo al AF ordering. We also point out
the appearan e
pthat
dependent
nu lear
of the lo al AF ordering is also onsistent
with
the
p
magnetization de ay urve. In fa t, the  dependen e has been observed
when the mi ros opi imhomogeneous distribution of (T1 ) 1 due to strong
magneti s attering enters is present [8℄.
In summary, the spatially-resolved NMR provides a dire t eviden e that
the AF spin orrelation is extremely enhan ed in the vortex ore region,
and the paramagneti AF ordering transition of the Cu spins in the ore
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependen e of (205 T1 T ) 1 (a) and 205 T1 1 (b) of 205 Tl in
Tl2 Ba2 CuO6+Æ . The lled ir les represent the data at the vortex ore and open
ir les represent the data at the saddle point. In (a) T   120 K is the pseudo-gap
temperature, and T   85 K is the SC transition temperature. The dotted line
represents the CurieWeiss law whi h is determined above T  . In (b) TN is the
temperature at whi h 205 T1 1 at the vortex ore exhibits a sharp peak.

region o urs at TN  20 K in Tl2 Ba2 CuO6+Æ . The present results oer
a new perspe tive on how the AF vortex ore ompetes with the d-wave
super ondu tivity.
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